ON SALE NOW 222 -

HAPPY AND SAFE EASTER BREAK!
This is a mini Easter list for you—222
to enjoy over the Easter weekend.. And don’t
be a bunny and miss out on these bargains!

8. DECIMAL NAVIGATORS 1966 Set 4, Mint Uhinged
superbly fresh and well centred, just………………$49.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH/WORLD
9. NAURU 2/6 SEAHORSE SG 25, A lovely fresh mint
lightly hinged very fresh example, well centred…$49.00

AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1854-60,
ASC 1, 1d Black Swan, 3 margins
fine used……………………….…$99.00

10. NAURU SHIPS A simplied set mostly smooth paper,
lovely fresh lightly hinged set for…………………...$99.00

KANGAROOS
2. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG13, First
Watermark, a lovely cancelled to order
stamp without gum, fresh and bright
coloured stamp for ………….….$209.00

11. NEW ZEALAND
1931 Smiling Boys
set (2) a lovely fine
used SG 546-547 as
shown……....$109.00

3. 10/- GREY AND PINK S G 43,
Third Watermark, nice used stamp
as shown, value for ………...$149.00

4. £1 GREY SG 137 CofA Watermark
fine used as shown and well priced
at……………….………………....$229.00

5. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 45,
Third Watermark fine used with a
slightly rounded top left hand corner,
what a pretty stamp with superb colour bargain……………………..$2,199.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA

6. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143, A
lovely commercially used example, nicely priced..$309.00

12. N.W.P.I. SG 100 1d on 5d Brown a
lovely fresh mint lightly hinged example with small guarantee mark on reverse, type c for…………..……..$99.00
13.
PAPUA
1932 Pictorials set SG
130-145,
a
superb mint
very
very
lightly hinged
complete set
……..$309.00
14. P.N.G £1 FISHERMAN SG15, in a mint unhinged
and lovely and very fresh block of four, hard to find in
this condition and great cheap price………..…….$79.00
15. U.S.A SG A628-630 A complete Air set in blocks of
four Mint Unhinged 20c minor perf. Separation which
does not detract, fresh and lovely blocks for ……$29.00
16. U.S.A SG A775-777 1935 Trans
Pacific Air complete set in blocks of
four Muh great value for………..$39.00

7. 1937 ROBES SG 178 £1
Thick Paper Mint Unhinged
well centred fresh original
gum for……….….……. $79.00

KGV 17. 1d DEEP CARMINE ROSE
G105 Large Multi with NY joined BW
74B(4)o in MLH condition with Michael
Drury certificate for…………....$199.00

18. 4d LEMON SG 22b in superb mint
lightly hinged condition Dr Scott Starling certificate…………………....$99.00

and on. Stamps are perfect albums and pages are in
great condition. What a gem on offer with albums worth
in excess of $700+ if bought new - watch this lot fly out
the door…………….…………………………….…….$699.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTION

19. 1913-65 A collection housed in a Green Ka-Be binder with hingeless illustrated pages with matching slipcase. The collection contains hand picked examples—
Just a handful of used Kangaroos and KGV. All the following unless mentioned are Muh first class hand
picked example of 3d Airmails type A and B, SG 140 1/Large Lyre, SG 146 6d Large Kooka, Victorian Cent.
Sets both perforations, Macarthur set complete (4), No
wmk 1/6 Hermes SG 153, 1/- Anzac, 2/- Jubilee. In fact
from here on the collection is absolutely complete Muh
except for 3d Blue KGV1 die 1a which is fine used and
superb Mint 5/- Bridge is a corner example and although very very lightly hinged mint is a lovely fresh
stamp where you must look very hard to find the minute
hinge dot… Extras inclue 5/- Arms thin paper Muh, 2
1/2d Peace No wmk Muh, BCOF is also present Muh…
What a lovely lot in a superb as new album with spaces
for the future in the Kangaroos and KGV. If you purchased just the stamps (*The album alone new is $250)
you would spend more than $2,500+ for these all lovely
99% Muh stamps, so a bargain lot for just…….$1,599.00
20.1966-2012 A lovely fine used collection housed in 5
Royal Blue Seven Seas hingeless albums from 1966–
1991 then used stamps are hinged to the standard pages 1992-2012 and when extras like gutter pairs are included where there is no page for them, they are
housed on extra hagner page. This is a fantastic lot and
is approximately 90% complete for the period. Includes
miniature sheets, booklets panes, gutter pairs, peel and
stick issues, overprinted miniature sheets, sheetlets.
Includes the scarce 2006 Commonwealth games singles from sheetlets issue, just 7 stamps are missing
from the huge set, so includes a group of 116 used
stamps and mottos from this set. The stamps are
mostly superbly cto or very fine used, there is more
than $2,500+ in face value alone!! Also noted 1971
Christmas pane of 25 fine used cream paper, Imperforate Aust. 99 sheetlets set, even the odd mint stamps
and gutter pairs. Includes framas, CPS the list goes on

21. 1913-65 A collection housed on Seven Seas illustrated pages in a cream folder, all stamps are used and
hinged on the pages. It includes first wmk. Kangaroos
to 5/- the 2/- brown and 5/- are cto but the 5/- has a short
corner on one side and the 2/- has a couple of shortish
perfs. At right. 2nd Wmk complete used the 2/- has a
short perforation and the 5/- is fine used with a parcel
cancel. Third Wmk complete to £1 Grey, fine to average used, the 10/- is heavily cancelled with nibbled
perfs at right, £1 Grey is very heavily used but a sound
stamp. Small Multiple wmk complete to 5/- fine to average used, 5/- has a heavy cancel but a sound stamp.
CofA complete fine to average used, 10/- fine used
missing one perforation bottom right, £1 Grey average
used missing one perforation top left, the £2 is stunning
and very fine used, superb in fact! KGV is complete
fine to average used, all perforations and all dies complete, quite a few extras as well and all overprinted OS
issues included. 1914 on 6d Engraved Kooka average
used, 1927-1965 complete by Seven Seas layout, including a lovely 5/- Bridge cancelled to order. Includes
all wmks, thick and thin papers and all perforations,
cream and white papers. There is a lovely fine used set
of BCOF as well. Now if you bought these stamps from
my discounted list and paid only the appropriate condition price if the stamp was not perfect, you would still
spend more than $2,600++ for stamps $10 and above,
again based on the condition. Great for a collector or
even a reseller at this price of …………………..$1,499.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
22. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
23. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
24. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For those
who have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain
one-country collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper; duplicated stamps so
you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full
and empty; catalogues.... the list goes on and on, and no two
boxes are ever the same. They come with a fun guarantee!

